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Permeability (and Storage) at DepthPermeability (and Storage) at Depth

Ingebritsen and Manning, 1999
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Open QuestionsOpen Questions
What is the typical residence time of the deep What is the typical residence time of the deep 
fractured rock systems?  fractured rock systems?  
What controls the depth of flow systems in the What controls the depth of flow systems in the 
fractured bedrock?fractured bedrock?

What controls the permeability structure of with depth?What controls the permeability structure of with depth?
How do faults and other large scale structural How do faults and other large scale structural 
features influence the depth of flow systems?features influence the depth of flow systems?
What factors are important to the dynamic response What factors are important to the dynamic response 
of the fractured rock system to perturbations in near of the fractured rock system to perturbations in near 
surface hydrology? surface hydrology? 
What role do climate change and anthropogenic What role do climate change and anthropogenic 
stress play in the storage of these aquifers?stress play in the storage of these aquifers?
How will flow systems respond to subsurface How will flow systems respond to subsurface 
modifications of porosity, permeability, and storage?modifications of porosity, permeability, and storage?
Can we use Can we use poroelasticporoelastic responses due to earth tides, responses due to earth tides, 
earthquakes, etc. to better earthquakes, etc. to better 



Proposed Experiments (1)Proposed Experiments (1)

Characterization is key!Characterization is key!
Distribution of fracture porosity and Distribution of fracture porosity and 
permeability with depth along mine shafts permeability with depth along mine shafts 
and boreholesand boreholes

Requires borehole from surfaceRequires borehole from surface

LargeLarge--scale hydraulic tomography at scale hydraulic tomography at 
different depths in the minedifferent depths in the mine



Proposed Experiments (2)Proposed Experiments (2)
Deformation and 
resulting time of lag of 
fluid pressure diffusion 
allow calculation of 
hydraulic properties

USGS, 2003
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Proposed Experiments (3)Proposed Experiments (3)
LongLong--term monitoring of pore pressure at term monitoring of pore pressure at 
unique depths in different scale fractures unique depths in different scale fractures 
and faults to monitor for earth tides and and faults to monitor for earth tides and 
hydroseismogramshydroseismograms

Instrument as many connected fractures Instrument as many connected fractures 
systems as possiblesystems as possible
Develop a network of pressure transducers for Develop a network of pressure transducers for 
monitoring fluid pressure response to:monitoring fluid pressure response to:

Earth and barometric fluctuationsEarth and barometric fluctuations
Overburden removalOverburden removal
EarthquakesEarthquakes

Sensors, cyberSensors, cyber--infrastructure (link with infrastructure (link with 
CUASHI)CUASHI)



Concerns/CommentsConcerns/Comments
Degree of perceived homogeneityDegree of perceived homogeneity
Time Time scale(sscale(s) associated with flow system) associated with flow system

155 miles of caverns indicate only 500 155 miles of caverns indicate only 500 gpmgpm
This is roughly equivalent to 1eThis is roughly equivalent to 1e--8 8 gpmgpm in a 300 in a 300 
foot 4 inch borehole foot 4 inch borehole 

HydrogeologistsHydrogeologists should work closely (a la should work closely (a la 
Bill) with microbial types to:Bill) with microbial types to:

Maximize data collectionMaximize data collection
Provide important flow dataProvide important flow data
Ensure quality of samplesEnsure quality of samples


